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Well I hope you all enjoyed your summer. I know I certainly did. It was a
busy one. There were a few searches within the province, thankfully no
major ones, however our crews and 442 were headed to a major one
when the missing aircraft was located. The outcome was not good as
I’m sure you heard the seventeen year old pilot did not survive the
crash. As I am writing this, the fall season has certainly arrived with
a bang, at least in my part of the world. It was -1ºC this morning,
cool and drizzly all day. The cooler weather does make for
smoother flights though and I hope that many of you have the
opportunity to get in some great flying this time of year to keep
your currency up.
Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

A note to all the pilots to make sure that you include your run-up
and taxi time in your total time on your Mission Forms. Some of you are not doing this and
we are having to send the paperwork back to be corrected. The Mission Form, Expense
Claims, CMS and your HOBBs in the aircraft must match. When the Treasurer receives
paperwork that does not match it takes time to send it back and have it corrected. This
results in you, the volunteer, waiting longer to receive your reimbursement. To prevent this be
sure all times match before you hand it in.
Continued on page 3.

Southeast BC Joint Air/Ground SAREX
By Allister Pedersen
On the weekend of June 14, a joint
air/ground SAREX was held in Elko
for SAR teams located in southeast
BC. Eight ground SAR teams
participated from Kelowna in the west
to Elkford in the east. PEP Air was
represented by a team from Elk Valley
PEP Air (one aircraft) and Cranbrook
(two aircraft). The weekend was a
great opportunity for air and ground
SAR volunteers to meet, work
together and share ideas and
experience.

Laurent Leonetti,
Jaffray Fire Dept,
participating in the homing
portion of the SAR Games.

Friday night activities focused
on a meet-and-greet as well as
mutual aid presentations on K-9
support and a presentation on
what PEP Air CASARA brings to
the table. Saturday was taken
up with various scenarios
including rope rescue, tracking,
K-9 searches, swift water, flat
water, GSAR and air searches.
The air searches involved a
homing (simulating a PLB
search), finding targets and

Ed Ehrler, President of Sparwood SAR, with Allister
Pedersen in front of the Sparwood Command Van.
Continued on page 4.
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It seems an
unusual
passenger
wandered onto a
recent Buffalo
flight up in the
Charlottes in
mid-air!

http://www.rcaf-arc.forces.gc.ca/en/article-templatestandard.page?doc=search-and-rescue-crews-takeunusual-passenger-on-board/hkdonpzz

Al King. Continued from front page.
We have a busy schedule for the fall season, there will be a CASARA National Board
of Directors meeting in Victoria this year, followed by our PEP Air Provincial Executive
meeting, the Zone Commanders meeting in Richmond and the 2013 SARSCENE
being held in Chilliwack this year. I hope that many of you will take advantage to go out
there on October 19th to watch the SAR Games and peruse the trade show, it is free to
all. All the Zone Commanders and Deputy Zone Commanders will be in attendance on
the Saturday to cheer on our team in the games. In mid-November there will be a
Search Coordinator Course to be held in Richmond. Candidates for this will be
selected from the list provided by your Zone Commander. Looking back, we sent a
crew to the Western Canada SAREX that was held in Yorkton, Saskatchewan in early
August. Evaluations were held in Vancouver Island, Central and North West Zones and
I’m pleased to announce that all went extremely well.
If you have been a member of PEP Air – CASARA for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 years or more
and have not received your year pin, be sure to let your Zone Commander know. The
province also has year pins for all members of EMBC of which you all are members. If
you know of an outstanding member who should receive some recognition, drop a note
to your Zone Commander or a member of the Executive and we will be more than
happy to produce a Certificate of Appreciation for this member. Thanks to each and
every one of you for your time and dedication to the program. It is members like you
that make us the best in Canada.
‘That others may live’
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Claudio Lerner of ZBB received his
fifteen year certificate and pin from
Zone Commander Tom Fisher in April.
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Continued from page 2. Southeast BC Joint Air/Ground SAREX
air/ground comms to the Sparwood Ground SAR Command Van that is
equipped with an AM air/ground mobile transceiver.
The SAREX concluded on Sunday with the SAR games which included six
stations involving a throw-bag competition, first aid skills and a PLB homing
station. Each of the five teams participating in the SAR Games was shown the
principles of homing and then put to the test. With the rapidly growing number
of PLBs in North America, homing presents a great opportunity for PEP Air to
assist GSAR groups to get up to speed with ground homing. This is an area
which should lead to closer cooperation between air and ground SAR. PEP Air
members can provide a leadership role in training, ultimately leading to Air
SAR homing of PLBs (as well as ELTs) from the air and GSAR homing PLBs
and possibly ELTs on the ground.
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I was pleased,as the Treasurer of the CASARA Foundation to present
Marie with this bursary to further her education. Bursaries are available
from the CASARA Foundation by sending a resume to your Zone
Commander who will approve and forward it to the Provincial Director who
in turn will send it to the Foundation for consideration. This year we had
two bursary winners in BC. Ricky Lee of Vancouver also won a $1,000
bursary to further his flying at the Pacific Flying Club in Delta, BC.
Alton King
Director

CASARA Director
Alton King
presenting a
$1,000 bursary
from the
CASARA
Foundation to
Marie Woodruff
of Victoria, BC.

Marie Woodruff joined Victoria's PEP-Air/CASARA unit in 1995 and in addition to
being a spotter and radio operator, she also serves in Search Headquarters/Area
Administration. A few years ago, she used her research and Microsoft Word and
Excel skills to compile our history. The resulting document runs some eighty pages
and covers the early years, selected operational missions, training and exercises,
SAR humour and volunteer recognition. Her efforts resulted in this Certificate of
Appreciation. The most recent draft of her work is available on request from
bccasarahistory@yahoo.ca. Last spring Marie applied for funding to the national
CASARA Foundation to improve those decade old computer skills. She was
awarded a $1,000 bursary in June and used it at Victoria's Camosun College in
August to update her Word and Excel to the 2010 version. Marie says: "I was totally
surprised when Alton King informed me that I'd received the bursary. It was put to
good use - what I've learned will help both PEP-Air/CASARA and my employer. I'm
very grateful to the CASARA Foundation for this assistance because I have wanted
to upgrade my computer skills for a long time but it was out of reach financially.
Although volunteers join a group to make a contribution, it's nice that we can benefit
as well. Thank you to everyone!"

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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On March 16, seven
members from
Kamloops flew their
military spotter
familiarization with
442 Squadron's
Buffalo 457.
Clockwise from the
left are Al Fedorak,
Lt. Maltais
(Navigator), Captain
Johnston-Stewart
(Pilot), Ryan
Messere, Rose
Dumont, Lloyd
Frohlick, Clive
Giolma, Mae West,
WO Tremblay (SAR
Tech), Blaine Epp,
and Major Stevens
(Navigator).

Jim Laidlaw waits
for his Buffalo duty
on the apron at
Kamloops airport.
Eighteen members
from Kamloops
worked on SAR
Perreault on August
6 and 7. Over the
two days of the
search they flew in
an RCMP
helicopter, two
Buffalos and two of
their own aircraft.
The missing C-172
was found late on
the second day. A
short search but
unfortunately, not a
happy ending.
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The Good Old Days
Part 1 (of 7)

as seen by C. Pachal

changes had to be made to make PEP/AIR a valuable
resource for the military. I immediately volunteered to
take over as the Central Zone Commander.”
More than likely some of what will appear has been
witnessed by some members before but then again
there are quite a few who have not, so here goes…
Going back to 1969-1970 we in British Columbia had
an organization called the “Provincial Emergency
Program/Air” (PEP/AIR) , financed by the Provincial
Emergency Program (PEP). If my memory serves me
correctly the annual training budget for PEP/AIR was
$60,000 and then increased slightly until CASARA
became involved. The funding was controlled by
what was then called an “Air Chief,” a paid member of
PEP and a “Deputy Air Chief,” a volunteer member of
PEP/AIR. The PEP Air Chief was Mike Considine who
was also the PEP Radio expert. Deputy Air Chiefs
were Bob Goldie and then Chuck Pachal.

Charles Pachal joined the RCAF in
1942 and retired from the Canadian
Armed Forces in 1970. He served as
CASARA National President for six
years and has been a member of
PEP/AIR for over forty-three years.

“I suppose I should relate how I
became involved in this fantastic
world of air search and rescue.
Retiring from the military in the fall of
1969 and moving to Kelowna and
the owner of an aircraft, I joined the
local PEP/AIR Central Zone which
was based in Kamloops. My first
search involvement was for a
Penticton based Queen Air that went
missing on a flight from Vancouver to
Penticton with several Christmas
shoppers aboard. When the aircraft
was eventually found there were no
survivors. What I saw with respect to
PEP/AIR involvement in this search
made me realize that drastic

PEP/AIR in the early years had eight zones, as time
went by this was reduced to six zones, as it still is
today. Each year the province funded a Zone
Commanders meeting usually held at the Comox Air
Base, billeting was provided by the base and all
meals provided at the Officers’ Mess, of course the
officers’ bar was well attended during these
meetings. Most zones had air exercises, this usually
meant putting out a target and then trying to find it
visually as ELTs were not common at that time.
Briefing and debriefing I am certain were terms
known to only a few, more of this later on.
My first taste of an actual air search was of the Queen
Air that went missing from a flight from Vancouver to
Penticton. This happened on a Saturday evening but
we didn’t hear about any involvement until Monday
morning. I picked up three of our members, as
spotters; navigators at that time were not a
requirement. We flew the short distance to Penticton
and reported in at search headquarters which was
housed in a makeshift trailer. After assuring the
Search Master that we were PEP/AIR members he
gave us a area to search, this was in georef, nothing
else was said. After preparing a search plan we
Continued on next page.
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It gives me great pleasure to announce the
winner of this year's Public Safety Lifeline
Volunteers award from EMBC. The recipient for
PEP Air is Trevor Black. Trevor has been a
member of PEP Air in the South West Zone
since 2003. He is a certified navigator, Assistant
Search Master, Search Coordinator and military
spotter. As the editor of our newsletter, he puts in
a terrific amount of time and energy collecting,
editing and putting together this newsletter
quarterly. The newsletter is distributed to all
MO's across the country and various flying
clubs. I have heard nothing but praise for the content that is safety oriented.
The newsletter is also available for all members on the CASARA National
web site under the "BLOG" area.
He started out spotting and also became the handy guy with a good camera
who started documenting CASARA activities. As a licensed pilot, Trevor
moved to the navigator position quickly and got involved standardizing
operational forms which resulted in a province wide review of forms. Trevor
participated in many large scale searches over the years which perhaps
motivated him to accept the position of Search Coordinator and is still
maintaining that position today.
Congratulations Trevor, you deserve the award which will be presented to
you in Victoria on November 21st.

Alton King
Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

CASARA

The Good Old Days. Continued from previous page.
discovered that our area to search was east of Penticton, not a very likely area, however we
did do a search and returned to base. There was no debriefing, just simply asked how much
of the area was covered, which we said 100%, though it was probably closer to 10%, we
fuelled up and went home. That was day one.
In those days all the reimbursement received from the military on a search was oil and water,
in other words, while at search headquarters any fuel and oil required would be paid for on
the spot so your flight back home would be on your own dollar. We wised up and the policy
then was to arrive at search headquarters with near empty tanks, fuel up for the search and
then fuel up for the trip home! Lunches were not provided. I remember one instance during a
flight where the military crew had lunches available for them but our spotters did not.
Fortunately this policy was changed soon after.
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Poker Run Scores Royal Flush
By Teena Della
The BC Coast Ninety-Nines, a chapter of the international organization of women
pilots, held their annual Poker Run on June 1st. It was an unqualified
success, raising over $2,000 toward aviation scholarships! There were 35
planes with pilots and passengers purchasing more than 260 hands.
With almost 60 prizes to be won, many people walked away from
the fun event with an item or two of their choosing.

J

The 99s would like to take this opportunity to extend
their heartfelt thanks to all the sponsors of the Poker
Run, without them, there would have been no prizes to be
won. An extra special thank you goes out to Coast Dog
Aviation in Pitt Meadows for the donation of an annual
inspection. This was auctioned off to a lucky aircraft owner
who will now have the opportunity to have an amazing team of
mechanics work on their plane! See the Chapter's webpage for a
listing of all the generous sponsors: http://www.bccoast99s.com/file/Poker_Run.html
Left: Ladies in the BC
Coast 99s Chapter.

Above: Dave Qualley
and Theresa Bernhardt
pulling a card at YXX.
Left: Sophia Della
and Bella OlsonBrooks, (future 99s?)
indicating their
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favourite planes.

I.M. S.A.F.E.
Can you honestly say “I'm safe for flight”? It seems an easy
question to ask but perhaps not so simple to answer. The answer
could be yes, I am feeling fine right now but what about two hours
into a flight three hours from now? What factors may make you
unfit to fly? Are there major issues in your life that could cause
you to be distracted enough that focus is lost at a critical
moment? What kind of mental state are you in? Can good or
Don McDonald
appropriate decisions be made in a timely manner? Are risks
Provincial PEP Air
being properly evaluated?
Safety Officer
“I'm Safe” is a mnemonic used by pilots and others to do a self-check to ensure fitness
for duty. There are many “I'm safe” checklists out there but the following is based on one
I found on the FAA web site:
llness. Am I sick? Illness is an obvious risk but one that can
I
sneak up on you. As I write this, my two boys are just starting
their first days back to school and wouldn't you know it – within
four days they both had “the sniffles”! I expect I will have “the
sniffles” too within the next few days. Even a minor illness can
degrade performance. I know that after I have been sick with a
cold and even though I may be symptom free for a week or so,
my ears will still be affected by a rapid elevation change (leading
to headache and nausea). I know this and schedule my flying
appropriately. I don't fly for a living so this is easy for me but this
can have serious implications for those who
do fly for a living.
edication. Am I taking any medicines that might affect my
M
judgment or make me drowsy? What about the cold meds taken last
night to try and get some sleep? How long can the effects last – 12
hours, 24 hours? Memory, judgment, vision, coordination, alertness
are all critical functions that can be degraded or impaired. A good
rule is to seek advice from an appropriate medical professional
before resuming flying duties while taking any medications.

Continued on next page.
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tress and emotion. Have I experienced any emotionally
S
upsetting events? Am I under psychological pressure from the job?
Do I have health, money or family problems? Stress and emotional
upset can cause concentration and performance issues, often in
subtle ways that don't immediately “ring any alarm bells”. Most
pilots and crew aren't able to leave their problems on the ground.
Some of us go flying to get away from things; an hour or two to
escape from everyday pressures. One of my hangar neighbors
describes how he likes to go flying to “clear his mind and get rid
of stress.” It could be argued that the decision to go flying in a
stressed condition with an unclear mind might not be the best
choice in this guy's day!
lcohol. Have I consumed any alcohol within
A
the last eight hours? Even small amounts of alcohol can impair
flying skills and render a pilot more susceptible to hypoxia and
disorientation. Even after the body eliminates a significant amount of
any consumed alcohol, an individual can still be impaired ten or twelve
hours later by a hangover.

F atigue. Am I tired and not adequately rested? The concept of fatigue

would seem to be fairly straight forward though difficult to define medically. It has been
described as “a depletion of body energy reserves, leading to below-par performance.”
This depletion of energy could be a result of a combination of factors such as lack of
sleep, boredom, stress, work load, an extended period of physical activity, illness or
environmental conditions just to name a few. How do you know if you
are tired? Fatigue continues to be one of the most insidious hazards to
flight safety. Research has shown that we are not good judges of just
how tired or sleepy we are. The more fatigued or drowsy we are, the
less able we are to judge our fatigue levels. We all know the signs, the
uncontrolled yawning, loss of concentration, doing the head bob, eyes
shutting for a moment or losing focus.
ating. When was the last time I ate or rehydrated? Low blood sugar can have
E
adverse effects on performance at critical points of a flight. We have all probably skipped
breakfast but when you consider that it may have been twelve hours since eating last
and the flight could be three or four hours in perhaps a very physically and mentally
demanding environment, will performance be compromised?

We seem to have a checklist for just about everything these days, from pre-flight and
fueling to take-off and landing, running the risk that adding another will just increase the
need to ensure we have a checklist to ensure we have a checklist! However, until the
pilot and crew have a “snag free” completed check list the rest shouldn't be needed.

sound mind + sound body + sound equipment = safe flight
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Watch an
interesting
clip on
YouTube of
442 Squadron
involved in a
SAR exercise
at Kelowna
airport.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=OnH4G4eRFSk
Minutes Decimal Hours

How did that
conversion
go again?

00 - 02
03 - 08
09 - 14
15 - 20
21 - 26
27 - 32
33 - 38
39 - 44
45 - 50
51 - 56
57 - 60

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
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Some have already heard our training lecture on Crew
Resource Management (CRM), and others will have that
opportunity in the near future. It is an incredibly important
concept that I believe to be one of the most important
training messages that I have delivered. It is the critical
component to becoming Safer & More Effective.

BRIAN’S

CORNER

One of the topics that will be receiving a lot of attention
during the upcoming training year will be “Crew Resource
Management.” I have always held as my personnel
motto, Safer & More Effective, while involved with PEP
Air / CASARA activities. To me it has meant that we are
always moving forward, becoming better at what we do.
To me, it also reflects the very core of demonstrated
professionalism. It projects who we are as an
organization, breeds pride and is an excellent source for
recruitment for like-minded volunteers.

Brian Dunham
Provincial Training Officer

It reminds us that we are not just individuals in an aircraft but a cohesive aircrew,
where every member of that crew is equally important. Each member of that crew has
to become a leader and subject matter expert in his specialty, whether that specialty is
as a pilot, navigator or spotter.
The most important message the CRM concept brings is that each and every member
of that crew have an undeniable right to safely complete that mission and return to
base safe and sound. That right also means that anyone who has concerns about his
safety or the safety of other members of the crew has a responsibility to make those
concerns known.
Over the years I have seen and heard many examples of extremely hazardous
moments in SAR training and SAR operations (both while in the military and CASARA)
which occurred because no one exercised their right nor undertook their responsibility
to voice their concern, to mitigate the risk. Often we feel intimidated by a strong
personality bent on having his own way. Sometimes our own insecurities about our role
in the crew or our own experience levels make us feel unprepared to voice our
concerns in a timely matter.
The CRM program is designed to give every member of every crew the tools to deal
with a multitude of scenarios involving risk, whether those risks are real or perceived.
It is designed to demonstrate the importance of every crew member in ensuring we
operate “Safer and More Effectively.”
Probably the most effective tool we have outside of the aircraft, is our Safety Activity
Reporting Form (PEP Air #016). This has been instrumental in identifying numerous
risky practices and has undoubtedly made flying safer for others through lessons
learned. When we receive one of these forms relating to a safety concern in a flight, I
13
Continued on next page.

With great sadness,
we report a passing.
After twenty-five
years together
CF-CVU has a new
owner. It’s a sad
time.

Cessna 182, CF-CVU, came to our family,
as N95651 from Colorado, USA, to
replace our Cessna 210, C-GEQK, in
September, 1988. She took us to various
places in North America. Out of more
than 2,500 hours, she served CASARA for
more than fifteen years.
Thank you, CVU,
we will never forget you.
Cam & Beecham Pearson
Brian’s Corner. Continued from previous page.
always wonder why we didn't receive at least two more. It gives us something to
consider…are we all doing our most to carry out our responsibilities in ensuring our
continuing safety.
Remember that you can also use those safety/activity forms to comment on training or
to suggest a way we can improve our training and capabilities, or to highlight the great
work someone in your organization has done.
I hope everyone had a pleasant summer and I look forward to seeing everyone over
the course of the training year.

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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Left Seat Musings
Cockpit
Resource
Management
Henry Ilg
Assistant Provincial Training Officer

Let me introduce myself. I have been a CASARA pilot since 2003. I was briefly a spotter
in September 1973 during a search near Prince George, for a fellow airline pilot (SAR
Carey). In 2011, I was “volunteered” to be the Area Air Deputy for my home airport,
Boundary Bay. This spring, I was informed my aviation experience made me a suitable
candidate for deputy Provincial Training Officer and I became the assistant to our
Provincial Training Officer, Brian Dunham. As we all know, Brian has a wealth of
experience in the SAR world. He is a highly experienced SARTEC, survival skills
instructor, mission planning, CRM instructor and a Mitchell certified Critical Incident
Stress Debriefing trainer; these are only a few of his many talents. I hope that my
aviation background will complement Brian's experience and expertise.
My aviation training commenced in 1970 at Selkirk College in Castlegar, where any
flight outside the circuit included mountain experience. My first flying job
was instructing on light aircraft, followed soon after by the start of my
airline career. At the end of January 2012 I retired after almost forty
years of airline flying which included domestic and overseas
operations. During my airline career I was an active volunteer in
several roles within our Pilots Association, including training and
experience in Critical Incident Stress Debriefing and serving as a
safety rep (base Safety Chair for my last few years). I was also an
instructor and line check Captain on the Airbus A320 and the Boeing
B767. Though I have no military background, the vast majority of my flight
time is multi-crew, with anywhere from 2-18 crew members. I learned to “play
nice” as much as possible but to always be effective and make “command
decisions” as the situation dictated. I also learned the value of effective briefings to
keep the entire crew informed and well equipped to make even an irregular operation
flight seem routine. Well almost routine. :>)
Continued on next page.
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As part of my contribution to this newsletter as well as to CASARA operations I'd like to
add some thoughts on these topics: CRM, Briefings, Sterile cockpit. They all tie in
together.
Those of you have had Brian Dunham's course on CRM will remember that the original
airline CRM course was “Cockpit Resource Management,” and the objective was to
encourage the crusty old “dictator” style Captains to accept input from their crew and to
also encourage junior crew members to alert the Captain to issues and dangers before it
was too late for corrective action. CRM training in airline operations was mandated as a
result of the United Airlines Flight 173 DC-8 crash near Portland in December 1978. The
Captain insisted on holding airborne while trying to resolve a landing gear extension
problem. The Flight Engineer was aware they were running out of fuel but did not
“assertively” alert the Captain of the imminent danger. The aircraft ran out of fuel and
crashed.

Percentage of pilot
errors in US
commercial airline
accidents before
and after CRM
introduced in 1980.
Source: Boeing
Corp. (2008)

Prior to this pivotal accident, airline crews learned that in abnormal situations one pilot is
tasked to only fly the aircraft and not be distracted troubleshooting problems. Another
pivotal accident was the crash of Eastern Airlines Flight 401, an L-1011. The autopilot
altitude hold function had disengaged while the entire cockpit crew fixated on a faulty
landing gear light bulb and was unaware of the gradual descent to impact.
CRM training expanded to include the cabin crew after the January 1989 British Midland
Flight 92, a B737-400 crash in Kegworth, UK. The aircraft experienced high engine and
airframe vibration. Smoke in the cabin and flames from the left engine were observed by
cabin crew and passengers. There were conflicting instrument indications but no fire
warning indication in the cockpit. Coincidently, power reduction of the right engine
resulted in reduced vibration so the pilots shut that engine down. The Captain made a
PA saying they had shut down the right engine and were diverting to the nearest airport.
None of the passengers or cabin crew informed the pilots that flames had been
observed from the left engine. On final approach as power was increased on the faulty
left engine, it quit and the flight crashed short of the runway. Annual CRM training is now
a combined pilot and flight attendant training session.
Continued on next page. 16

The goal of CRM training is that Captains solicit and use the resources of all their crew
when making critical decisions and that all crew assertively alert the Captain to threats
affecting the safety of the flight. Decisions are not done by vote. Only the Captain is in
charge but must utilize all crew resources in making the appropriate decision.
A key part of a safe and effective flight is the briefing. It's important that each crew
member know their role and what is expected of them in every phase of the flight. Assume
nothing. The person briefing must inform what is planned for the flight and what is
expected. Communication during our flight is critical and the entire crew must know when
to speak, what needs to be said and what needs to be heard (and understood) utilizing
effective CRM skills. A good briefing starts when the flight crew assembles. Exchanging
relevant CASARA and aviation background information enables the person doing the
briefing to tailor it to the audience. The same applies for the mass briefing. If it’s day two
of the search and all participants participated in day one, then the Search Master's mass
briefing could be more focused on new information instead of a repeat of the full day one
briefing.
If the entire flight crew has
flown together recently, the
pilot briefing could be more of
a point style than a full
paragraph style briefing. If the
search is a second sortie in
the same area, then the
navigator's briefing could also
focus more on changes from
the previous flight than an
entire briefing from scratch.
However, in both cases, key
safety and procedural items
must be briefed each time.
Let's focus now on parts of a pilot's crew briefing. Several of the crew may be licensed
pilots but only one is the pilot or aircraft commander of the flight. The pilot sets the tone of
the operation and should be aware of the relevant skills of the crew. Encourage the crew
to ask questions if they are unsure of anything before, during (at the appropriate time) and
after the fight. Encourage the crew to point out anything affecting the safety of the flight at
any time and not to assume the pilot or other crew member is aware of the hazard.
During the aircraft safety briefing, point out the location and operation of the critical
switches, levers and handles. My wife Ruth, is a CASARA navigator and spotter, and from
her I picked up some the excellent ideas of other pilots' briefings which I use when I brief
my crew. As an example, Hans, a SW Zone pilot, briefs his crew to pay attention to things
which are red. Some of these may include mixture control knob, electrical master switch,
ELT (406) on/arm switch and first aid kit. My aircraft first aid kit is orange, which I prefer to
consider a shade of red. :>)
Continued on next page.
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Exiting the aircraft both in normal
and emergency conditions should
be a no brainer – right? In our
CASARA light aircraft there is
usually either one or two doors,
and maybe a cargo door. Although
the pilot usually flies the same
aircraft or type, the rest of the
crew could fly in different types
and potentially, even on the same
day. Brief the doors to be used
and alternate emergency exits
such as kicking out a window. My
Cessna 177 cargo door has no
interior handle and is not an exit at
any time. In some of the older
Cessna 200 series, aircraft flaps
extended could restrict a rear door
operation. In all aircraft it's
important to brief when and how
the doors will be locked-open prior
to touchdown.
Another critical emergency
briefing item is who will exit the
aircraft first and through which
door. Trying to squeeze two
people through the same door
simultaneously will likely result in
delayed exit or even no one
getting out. Also brief what each
crew member take with them. As
SARTEC Jean Tremblay has
observed on more than one EVAL
ground emergency exit drill, the
crew exited in a timely manner but
critical items such as the first aid
kit, fire extinguisher and survival
kit remained stowed inside a
potentially burning airplane.
Also important is to brief the
“sterile” cockpit phase. As a result
of several accidents, airline SOP's
dictate a “sterile cockpit” period.
The “sterile cockpit” is normally

from engine start through climb to a minimum of
10,000' and again in descent, especially below
10,000' until stopped at the gate. During these
phases of flight, conversation in the cockpit is to be
“operational issues only” and flight attendants are
cautioned not to call the flight deck other than for a
safety issue.
In our CASARA operations not talking about the
new eatery at the airport during the take-off roll is a
no-brainer – right? How about during transit to the
search area? Or during spotter break? The last two

seem innocent enough. What if the pilot or
navigator was about to transmit an Ops Normal?
Or ATC or base called. How would the rest of the
crew know? Does the entire crew know their
aircraft's call sign? It's important for the pilot to
include in the pre-departure briefing which phases
of flight will require a “sterile cockpit.” During the
flight, the crew should be advised when all
conversation is to be “business only” and when
casual conversation is OK and even encouraged.
Sometimes little “hints” to crew members may not
be recognized and a more (politely) assertive
method must be used. This goes both ways and if a
spotter's concentration is affected by extraneous
front seat conversation it should be mentioned.
Continued on next page.
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There is much more to an effective briefing but I'll touch on only two more items for now.
Scanning range. Pilots and navigators must confirm a ground reference to establish the
scanning range prior to going “spotters on.” If a spotter hasn't received this it must be
requested. There's no point in the pilot flying a pattern based on a scanning range
different from the one the spotter is using. Worst case is the spotter is not scanning all
the area the pilot thinks is being scanned and there are gaps on parallel passes.
Bingo time. Every CASARA crew member should know how Bingo time is calculated. If
not – ask at your next training session. As well, all crew members during the flight must
know the calculated Bingo time for your flight. During my flights we as a crew discuss
and check the math to calculate Bingo time and which recovery airport on which it is
based. Although Bingo time is relayed to base as GMT or Zulu time, I always confirm
the Bingo time using “wristwatch time,” and tell my crew that if I have not announced or
commenced RTB five to ten minutes prior to that time, someone should tap me on the
shoulder “politely the first time.”
This last little touch of humour segways back to my first topic: CRM. It is vital that each
crew member know their task and what's expected of them. It can be difficult for crew
members to meet expectations if they don't know what they are. Even in a small cockpit
we can't always see each other's faces when communicating. Tone of voice during
internal crew communications as well with external contacts can be good or bad, as can
body language. Keep it professional and avoid expressions of anger at all times.
Uncertainties such as aircraft proximity to terrain or other aircraft, effects of turbulence,
or rate of turn must be resolved to the comfort level of the crew member who voices a
concern. This is not a challenge of the skill or knowledge of the pilot (or navigator). If a
crew member experiences motion sickness they cannot complete their assigned task.
Continuing a search would be a waste of resources with a potentially tragic result such
as not finding an accident site or seeing a distress signal. Unresolved CRM issues are
in the same category, either they are resolved to the satisfaction of all crew members or
the flight must be terminated at the earliest opportunity. Further discussion and
education can then occur in a quiet undisturbed and unrushed environment.

“The good news is
we are an hour ahead
of schedule. The bad
news is, I don’t know
where we are.”
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One of the primary
questions I have as a
Search Co-ordinator is,
“How much of an area has
been searched and at what
scanning range?” With
some massaging, OziExplorer will answer that
question.

The first task is to draw the
search areas. Admittedly
Ozi doesn’t make this easy
but with a little effort, it can
be done. Next, let’s plot the
aircraft track, which is in
purple on the image at right.

The next step is to plot
search aircraft GPS tracks
as they return from their
various search areas. These
tracks are in blue and
represent a scanning range
of a 1000/1 (1,000’AGL at
one mile either side of the
aircraft).

by Trevor Black
ZBB Search Co-ordinator

The next step is to plot GPS
tracks done at 500/½ (500’agl
and half a mile either side of the
aircraft). I’ve chosen red to
indicate the aircraft being closer
to the ground. So now, at a
glance, the Search Co-ordinator
can see clearly how much of an
area has been searched and at
what scanning ranges in the
various search areas. What I
don’t need to know (at least on
this map), is which aircraft laid
down which GPS track,
however, if I do want to know
this, then all I have to do is look at the file name I have given to the
GPS tracks...this is what makes all this happen.
At right is a screen shot of the files that are the search areas and GPS
tracks. Naming the GPS tracks is the critical part. Obviously “AREA
10.plt” is one of the drawn
search areas but it is the file
name for the GPS track and its
track colour that makes this
work. The file name begins by
identifying the search area, then
the scanning range followed by
the aircraft ident, date in
descending order and finally the
flight number; the result now is
that everything sorts in a logical
fashion in Explorer.
Should any aircraft make a
second flight that day then the
“Flt” would of course be “Flt 2.”
There is nothing to stop me
from quickly changing a
particular aircraft’s track colour
just to look more closely at it, or
to plot it on its own map.

Other pertinent
information can be
plotted on the map
such as areas not
searched due to cloud
or fog. Cell tower hits
can be entered as can
airports or strips en
route. These are on
layers that can be
toggled on or off to
avoid clutter.
Note the track in Ozi can
be made to approximate
the width of one mile, the
sweep at 500/½. A minor
drawback in that the track
now obscures the map;
with a little manipulation
in PhotoShop, some
opacity can be introduced.
I have emailed Ozi to see if
this feature might be
added to future versions.
This technique is not to
replace the physical
plotting of tracks on the
search map. It does,
however, have GPS
accuracy on its side, is
transportable and can be
emailed either as an Ozi
map or jpeg to off-site
locations. It can also be
added to reports and the
post search summary.

Elke Robinson is the publisher of the
Aviation News Journal. As an aviation
enthusiast, Elke is a fixed wing private
pilot. She has a B.A. in Psychology
and Communication, and is also a
Certified Advisor in both natural health
products and sports nutrition. As if she
isn’t busy enough, Elke has joined
CASARA at Boundary Bay airport.

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with a
brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for the
Great Canadian Novel, “How To” pieces
or those of an instructional bent. These
would best be placed as links on our
to me, website, although serialized articles are
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NEWSletter. Accompanying interesting
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be captioned. Write them, get them to me
and I’ll do the rest.
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Deadline for articles for the next issue is January 31.

